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PART 1: CONTEXT: NEEDS, ACTORS, CONSTRAINT & INSTRUMENTS
PART 2: PROJECT EXAMPLES AND TEMPLATES

GREEN FINANCE: use of financial products and services (loans, bonds, 
private and public equity, insurance instruments) in ‘green’ (eco-
friendly) projects. Green finance is more than climate finance: it 
includes land, forests, water, oceans, etc.

BLENDED FINANCE: mixing (blending) both public and private funds,
where public funds serve to attract larger private capital investments
through absorbing some risks (de-risking the project)

ABOUT
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Objective: This course provides an overview to the current landscape of green finance, the instruments being used, and offers a deeper look for GEF clients at how to access green finance. This course also presents innovative approaches to scale-up amounts needed to meet the climate change challenge, instruments to overcome risk, and the role of GEF in scaling-up private finance. ��Beyond GEF: This course goes beyond funding available through GEF, as the objective is to provide comprehensive view of the field and help clients engage with the private sector more generally, using GEF convening/facilitation role



1. CONTEXT:
NEEDS, ACTORS, CONSTRAINTS AND INSTRUMENTS
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FINANCING NEEDS FOR CONSERVATION: $400-600 BILLIONS / YEAR

Estimate by Credit Suisse, WWF & McKinsey
(2014) for conservation finance:
• $250-300 billion per year needed
• $52 billion was available in 2014
Conservation gap = approx. $200 billion

PUBLIC FUNDS COVER < 15% OF THE GAP   |    < 1% OF PRIVATE FUNDS COVER THE GAP

Investment requirements: ranges of estimates in $ Billions per year
Estimate by UNTT working group on Sustainable Development Financing (2013)
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Presentation Notes
The x-axis is shows the RANGES of estimates from various literature. Due to the multiplicity of estimates, for some sectors or clusters, defining the range involves a dose of arbitrariness. Figures from different sectors should not be added up, as there are significant overlaps across them. UNTT = The Working Group on "Financing for sustainable development" of the so called UN System Task Team (UNTT)There are other efforts estimating financing gap.These global estimates of financing gap provide indicative estimates of the magnitude of financing required. Different approaches and methods for estimating the financing gaps do result in wide-ranging figures. Private capital:  if only the top 10 private asset managers diverted less than 0.0002 percent of their assets under management, they could meet the reported $300 billion to $400 billion gap needed annually to protect our waters, climate and land.



CONSTRAINTS

1. POLICY, INSTITUTIONS AND REGULATIONS
• Legal and regulatory framework
• Financial markets and Institutional development

2. PROJECT-LEVEL 
• Risk: Lack of bankable projects (insufficient return), 

lack of management track record; and Scale

• Solution: reduce risk at project level using blended 
finance – combining public funds (grants, loans, 
equity, guarantees) with private capital
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SO WHERE IS THAT 1% OF PRIVATE CAPITAL TO COVER CONSERVATION GAP?

IMPORTANT: PRIVATE SECTOR ENGAGEMENT INCLUDES NOT ONLY FINANCING, BUT BRINGING 
INNOVATION, INCREASING EFFICIENCY, COST SAVINGS ETC.
WE  FOCUS ON FINANCE HERE – BLENDED FINANCE IN PARTICULAR

POLICY

PROJECTS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a very important slideLegal and regulatory framework: land/property rightsFinancial and Institutional development: Institutional CapacityFinancial: collateral framework, bond issuance, etcMany project-level constraints can be tackled by Blended FinanceMaybe institutional development is worth a mention here or another slide.  How to build constituencies for reform, roles of PDFs (project development facilities) and like etc etc.  no need to develop but show you are aware of it and resources for help eg WBGMarket failures: private markets show promise for agriculture, forestry, eco-tourism and genetic resourcesChina has already introduced incentives such as fast-tracking approval processes for green versus other bonds. We expect other jurisdictions to follow suit in 2018; the European Commission is looking into capital weighting incentives for green mortgage and vehicle bonds, and the European High Level Expert Group on Sustainable Finance has called for an EU wide approach to green standards and labelling.Maximize flexibility in use of public fundsBeyond grants – to loans – to equity and guarantees  to blend with private capital (blended finance)Grants – for markets where access to finance is most challenging
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GREEN INVESTMENT TYPES on the spectrum of sustainability smile

IMPACT INVESTORS
GREEN VENTURE CAPITAL

GREEN BANKS
green bonds

INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS
Environmental, Social

& Governance (ESG) report CORPORATIONS
Carbon Divestment Campaign

Greening supply chains
Negative screening

Traditional Finance Philanthropic

Integrated Impact / Thematic

Ethical / Advocacy

BLENDED FINANCE – combines 
private and public capital

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Private sector is not monolithic. They can include: Enterprises like sole proprietor, partnership, limited companies, cooperatives, and franchiseInstitutional investors (pension funds, endowment funds, insurance companies, commercial banks, mutual funds and hedge funds), impact investors – latter on the next slideCharitiesCompanies and sustainability examples: https://www.edie.net/news/7/Sustainability-Leaders-Awards-2019--Winners-revealed-at-illustrious-ceremony/Green bond issuance is expected to reach $180bn (£137bn) in 2019, following the market’s record high of $167bn (£127bn) last yearGreen bonds can be issues by companies (corporate bonds) or government (sovereign bonds). They are highly incentivized by regulation (issue receives financial incentives) – so the problem usually is where the bond proceeds go as investments: are those activities really as green as they claim? China experience shows mixed resultsThe industry Associations and standard setters are trying to intervene but lack the leverage to enforce. The UN’s Principles of Responsible Investing (PRI) are trying to harden its stance on ESG compliance by delisting some of its members and working towards their eventual compliance. However, they must keep attracting new signatories, which does not leave them much room to enforce the PRI. Similarly, The Financial Stability Board (FSB) Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) works to develop voluntary climate-related financial risk disclosures for use by companies in providing information to investors, lenders, insurers, and other stakeholders. The voluntary part of standards makes them very subjective, questionable, and hard to aggregate. This is emblematic of widespread lip-service to sustainability but little action and fewer results.https://www.ft.com/content/794219c0-6002-11e8-ad91-e01af256df68Institutional investors (pension funds, asset manager companies, endowments, foundations, banks) requiring ESGs reporting  – every 1 in 8 dollars applies ESGRise of ESG Equity indexes – mixed results (some ETFs packed with sin stocks)Growth of labeled (green, blue) bonds – still less than 1% of all bondsGreen buildings (energy efficiency tech)Associations and standard setters: UN Principles of Responsible Investment (PRIs) - not fully enforceable; task force on climate-related financial risk disclosures (TCFD) - voluntary disclosure is subjective Growth of Impact investors (GIIN, Africa PE example; CDP climate investment fund - tbd here) – more tbd here
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GLOBAL SUCCESS OF BLENDED FINANCE REQUIRES SIGNIFICANT 
PARTICIPATION FROM KEY STAKEHOLDER GROUPS 

DEVELOPMENT AGENCIES MULTILATERAL DEVELOPMENT 
BANKS AND NATIONAL 

DEVELOPMENT FINANCE 
INSTITUTIONS

PRIVATE  INVESTORS PHILANTHROPIC FOUNDATIONS



CONVERGENCECONVERGENCE

BLENDED FINANCE 
Definition: use of public/development finance and
philanthropic funds (catalytic capital) to mobilize
private capital

Example: Reducing cost of credit by blending Public &
Private capital
- Project generates 6%

- Private funder needs 7% on $8m credit

- Public funder accepts 2% on $2m credit (or grant)

- Total: $10m, project generates 6%, $10m x 1.06 = 
$10.6m

- Private funder receives: 1.07 x $8m = 8.56 (7% on $8m)

- Public funder receives: 1.02 x $2m = 2.04 (2% on 2m) 
(or nothing if grant)

Catalytic 
(Public) 
Capital Concessional

Market-rate

Mobilizing/
Leveraging
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Presentation Notes
Use of catalytic capital from public or philanthropic sources to increase private sector investment for development impactStructuring approach that allows different types of capital (whether impact oriented or commercial) to invest alongside each other while achieving their own objectives (financial, social, blend)



MAIN FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS IN BLENDED FINANCE

DEBT

Loan: private transaction, 
interest payment, specific 
time, collateral

Bond: public (min $100m)

Seniority matters:
• Debt is senior to Equity
• Senior vs junior debt
• Senior: safer, lower %

EQUITY

Ownership in the business
$ = Capital gain + Dividends

Seniority matters:
• Preferred vs common 

(junior) shares in 
liquidation

• Dividends 
different/greater

RISK MNGT INSTRUMENTS
GUARANTEES / INSURANCE / DERIVATIVES

Guarantee - the guarantor will take the 
first “hit” (up to a predefined limit) in 
exchange for a fee

Credit guarantee – covers non payment 
by private borrowers

Performance guarantee - for the 
contractor to perform the obligations
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Presentation Notes
Debt financingAdvantages (over Equity): - Loan size is flexible and can range from micro (USD ‘00’s or ‘000’s) to large scale (USD ‘00’s of millions to ‘000’s of millions) • Lenders usually have little or no governance role in the business, relationship with lender ends as soon as debt has been repaidDisadvantages:• Businesses with limited cash flow may need to spend a sizable portion of their monthly revenues repaying the money they borrowed • Debt has to be repaid as per the repayment schedule, regardless of revenue, or how well a business is doing • There are significant risks associated with guaranteeing a loan with collateralEquity financingAdvantages (over Debt)• Does not divert capital from the business in order to repay debt • Investor shares in the business risk along with the business owner • If the business fails, there may be no need to repay investors • The business may also benefit from guidance and access to the networks of its investors, or in some cases more hands on business management from experienced operators (e.g. private equity houses).Disadvantages:• Investors own a portion of the business, and will be due a corresponding portion of the profits • An equity partner may expect a governance role associated with their equity (such as a Board role). This can be an advantage or disadvantage depending on the value of their experience, effectiveness and alignment with the objectives of the existing management • It can become difficult to secure additional debt financing as lenders often require any entity with at least 20% ownership to sign for the loan, equity investors will usually not do this • Business owners also have little control of when an investor decides to exit a business



CONVERGENCECONVERGENCE

DEBT OR EQUITY RISK MNGT INSTRUMENTS
OUTCOMES BASED 

FINANCING

Public investors are concessional 
within the capital structure: take 
subordinate and/or junior terms 
compared to private co-investors 

Risk reduction tools that protect 
investors against capital losses

• Payment based on measurable 
outcomes 

• Outcome payor (usually 
governments or foundations) 
provides funding if and when the 
outcome is achieved

Example: Rhino project
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MAIN ARCHETYPES & INSTRUMENTS USED IN BLENDED FINANCE

CAPITAL STRUCTURE

Senior Debt

Subordinated Debt

Equity

Junior Equity

CAPITAL STRUCTURE

Senior Debt
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Presentation Notes
Subsidies –  can be viewed as blended finance



1. CONTEXT:
NEEDS, ACTORS, CONSTRAINTS AND INSTRUMENTS

2. PROJECT EXAMPLES & TEMPLATES
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GEF $18m as guarantees, co-financing $152m 
World Bank

• Background: Energy Service Companies - private 
enterprises implementing improvements to 
reduce energy consumption - seek lending for 
equipment and process improvements

• Barriers: companies lack access to commercial 
credit - high collateral required by the banks

• Solution: credit enhancement guarantee 
program, establishing Partial Risk Sharing Facility 
to share risk with commercial banks

GEF-5: GUARANTEES FOR ENERGY 
EFFICIENCY PROGRAM

Risk 
Sharing 
Facility

Banks Next 90% Loss

Risk Sharing Facility First 10% Loss
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Energy Service Companies
In India



GEF invested in $12m junior equity, co-financing $50.8m
African Development Bank (AfDB)
• Background: support for sustainable land management and agro-forestry production

• Barriers: private investors reluctant to invest in agro-forestry due to: long payback 
periods, lack of track record, product price uncertainty

• Solution:
• Moringa Agro-Forestry Fund for Africa, managed by the AfDB
• GEF takes junior equity position - lowers risks for private investors
• Fund: 6 replicable agroforestry projects in sustainable land management
• Burkina Faso, Cote d’Ivoire, Kenya, Mali, Tanzania, Zambia, Congo DR

• Activities/revenues: plantation forestry and agricultural products

GEF-6 NGI: JUNIOR EQUITY
FOR AGRO-FORESTRY
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HOTELS INSURE CORAL REEFS

Who:

• Hotels + local organizations dependent on tourism + 
Government of Mexico

• pay premiums (between $1m-$7.5m per year) in a collective 
insurance fund - backed by the government and managed by 
Swiss Re

Insurance policy: 

• 60km stretch of reef and beach, monitored

• If storms damage the reef system, the insurer (Swiss Re) will pay 
out around $25m-$70m in any given year

• Payouts will be used for restoration of the reef by TNC
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Presentation Notes
restoration of the reef by TNC: e.g. by building artificial structures that can increase the height of the reef in case of storm damageIt may be the first time an insurer has covered a natural structure



OUTCOMES-BASED FINANCING
FOR RHINO CONSERVATION

• Impact Investors pay into Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) 
that provide funds to NGO to increase rhino population:

Impact investors  SPV  NGO for achieving outcomes

• SPV is set up: to channel funds + account for losses/profits

• Full/partial repayment based on indicators achieved:

Outcome Payers (donors, Gov) SPV  Impact Investors

• Result: risk transfer + efficiency + Government will have 
more money later to repay
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Rhino II impact investment project

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Risk transfer - limit Gov exposure and liability It is not all about hard capital assets; it is about doing staff than needs careful definition – KPIsDesign your indicator well, you don’t have to build a plantIFC did similar – building hotels in game parks with KPIs – how many animals people got to see; triggered money to those who built hotelsTransfer the risk + more efficient + limit Gov exposure and liability



CONSERVATION INVESTMENT TEMPLATES
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by Coalition for Private Investors In Conservation

Templates in the areas of:

• Coastal resilience 

• Forest landscape conservation 

• Green infrastructure for watershed management

• Sustainable agricultural 

• Sustainable coastal fisheries

Selected templates – next slides. More at CPICfinance.com 

Partners:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are project models that are called Blueprints – they are replicable and have useful descriptionsWe will review some of them.One of the GEF-6 NGI projects – GEF gave $8 of NGI-6 to CPIC to develop these templatesSource: CPIC Conservation Investment Blueprints http://cpicfinance.com/blueprints/ 



TEMPLATE: PPP FOR MARINE CONSERVATION 

Geography: Caribbean island states, South East Asia

Investments: loans to businesses (PPPs) for the management of MPAs

Revenue: Visitors fees + tourism activities: diving, snorkeling, tours, water sports

Revenue dependency: min 100k ‘blue’ tourists per year and 200k fee visitors

MPAs management via Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV)

• to receive loan from investors and invest in MPAs

• get user fees an pay back to investors

• to keep liabilities, taxation, and regulation as a distinct legal entity

Investment sought: average debt $2.5m per SPV, 8 years, 2 years grace period

Investors: DFIs, private impact investor funds, and national stakeholders (HNWIs)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lots of useful metrics for ENR improvement. Which our audience knows. So we focus here on revenueThe debt financing (i.e. the loan) will be used mainly to finance the up-front capital expenditures (Capex) of US$2.5M in average per SPE, covering mainly the purchase of vessels, multimedia visitor centre, buoys, underwater assets and scientific equipment.



TEMPLATE: FOREST CONSERVATION
Blended Finance: private equity investments + public $ (small business loans)

Revenue: 
• Investors (timber companies) purchasing forests, or purchasing land and 

reforesting; sustainably manage it according to sustainability certifications
• $ sale of land rights to Conservation Organization via conservation easement 
• Sustainable logging fees
• Carbon credits sold by land owners with sequestration commitment
• Permits from sportsmen club

Revenue dependency:
• Legislation allowing conservation easements for cash/tax credit
• Conservation Organization with sufficient capital
• Land with critical value/size
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Presentation Notes
Conservation easements protect land for future generations while allowing owners to retain many private property rights and to live on and use their land, at the same time potentially providing them with tax benefits. ... A conservation easement is legally binding, whether the property is sold or passed on to heirs.While debt may be employed at a deal level, the investment structure of this blueprint model is essentially that of a standard commercial private equity vehicle, with a general partner, limited partner structure.  Often, investors will structure a first loss tranche or guarantee into their PE structure to crowd in additional private capital. In particular, this use of blended finance can reduce real or perceived risk to larger institutional investors and incentivize their investment. In the United States, these funds primarily range from ~$25 Million to ~$750 MillionReplicability and ScalabilityThis blueprint is ready for scaling up throughout North America where conservation easements and tax credits exist. The model is replicable in all countries where conservation easements are in place (also called conservation covenants, conservation servitudes, or conservation restrictions). In certain cases, the easement mechanism requires some additional complexity, specifically, in many civil code countries the easement mechanism must be located on a property where an adjacent property albeit in modest size, is owned outright by the entity that acquires the easement (servitude). Countries with Conservation Easement Legislation:Africa - SA, Ghana, Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania--Americas and Caribbean - United StatesCanadaChileMexicoEcuadorCosta RicaBelizeGuatemalaHondurasNicaraguaColombiaPeruParaguayBoliviaVenezuelaArgentinaMore on Latin AmericaEurope - SwitzerlandGermanyScotlandOceana and Australia - AustraliaMicronesiaNew ZealandAsia – none currently available



TEMPLATE: FOREST RESILIENCE BOND

• Metrics of success 

• Investors - provide upfront capital

• Implementing partners - restoration

• Evaluators - measure success

• $: Beneficiaries  SPV  Investors

Benefit: reduced risk of severe wildfire

Beneficiaries:
• forest service
• water and electric utilities
• state and local governments
• private landowners
• water-dependent companies

Source: Blue Forest Conservation and Encourage Capital (2017)
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Presentation Notes
Performance based project. Can be all private; or private + publicIf not BF, but a commercial finance – discipline is applied



WHAT DO WE DO NOW?

Next steps

POLICY

Projects
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember CONSTRAINTS slide – 2 major constraints: policy and project constraintsIf we want to have more financing and better environment  - the Only way and the hardest way is to work onpolicy constraintsHowever, in parallel, we can do shorter term complimentary actions – work on PROJECT PIPELINE using the knowledge of this workshopThis will help you:To identify gaps in policy/sectoral/institutional framework (constraint #1) Bring financing partners who might influence policy makers to move reforms into needed direction faster



INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS
• via CPIC or NaturVest at TNC – project preparation
• UBS, Credit Suisse, BlackRock, GPIF – ESG investments

IMPACT INVESTORS
• Mirova, NatureVest, Encourage Capital (Forest Bond example), Global Impact Inv Network

VENTURE CAPITAL
• WB InfoDev Climate Technology program; GEF/UNIDO CleanTech Open

PARTNERSHIPS
• Coalition for Private Investors in Conservation (CPICfinance.com)
• Convergence - blended finance facility and database (www.convergence.finance)
• Green Banks - contact Coalition for Green Capital (coalitionforgreencapital.com)

SELECTED PRIVATE GREEN FINANCE ACTORS
21

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Investisseurs & Partenaires (I&P) is an impact investing group fully dedicated to Sub-Saharan AfricaMirova is backed by Natixis AM (Natixis AUM 800+billions)NaturVest – TNC and JPMorgan (JPMoprgan gave $5m to TNC for this)WB InfoDev Climate Technology program: VC funds and one “Green Outcomes Fund” that all leverage public capitalGreen Banks - (partnership btw Gov, Nat.Dev.banks, local NGOs)



QUESTIONS?
Olha Krushelnytska - okrushelnytska@thegef.org

RESOURCES
• 20+ studies on Private Sector Conservation Finance 

http://cpicfinance.com/resources

• Convergence database on Blended Finance transactions 
https://www.convergence.finance

• Green Finance Network on LinkedIn: 500+ global practitioners
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